We develop a non-parametric method for inferring the universal neutron star (NS) equation of state (EOS) from gravitational wave (GW) observations. Many different possible realizations of the EOS are generated with a Gaussian process conditioned on a set of nuclear-theoretic models. These synthetic EOSs are causal and thermodynamically stable by construction, span a broad region of the pressure-density plane, and can be selected to satisfy astrophysical constraints on the NS mass. Associating every synthetic EOS with a pair of component masses M1,2 and calculating the corresponding tidal deformabilities Λ1,2, we perform Monte Carlo integration over the GW likelihood for M1,2 and Λ1,2 to directly infer a posterior process for the NS EOS. We first demonstrate that the method can accurately recover an injected GW signal, and subsequently use it to analyze data from GW170817, finding a canonical deformability of Λ1.4 = 160 +448 −113 and p(2ρnuc) = 1.35
I. INTRODUCTION
Determining the neutron star (NS) equation of state (EOS) is a major unsolved problem in nuclear astrophysics. The NS EOS is the zero-temperature pressure-density relation that arises from the star's nuclear microphysics, encoding its composition and internal structure, and determining its macroscopic properties. Because young NSs cool rapidly via neutrino emission and quickly reach β-equilibrium, thermal and dissipative corrections to the EOS are negligible, and NS matter is typically modeled as a perfect fluid [1] . The EOS for the low-density NS crust is well known [2] , but the conditions in the dense NS core are so extreme that laboratory experiments are unable to probe its constituent supranuclear matter. Consequently, astrophysical observations of NSs offer the best opportunity for constraining the unknown core EOS.
Because a given candidate EOS prescribes a unique mass-radius relation [3] , simultaneous mass and radius measurements have been attempted for a number of NSs [4] . However, obtaining an accurate radius measurement, which involves modeling the star's thermal X-ray emission, is notoriously challenging [5] . Likewise, simultaneous pulsar mass and moment of inertia measurements have been proposed as a means of constraining the NS EOS via the mass-moment of inertia relation [6, 7] . Existing radio observatories are, however, unable to measure the relativistic periastron advance of any known binary pulsar with sufficient precision to infer the stellar moment of inertia [8] . Although future moment of inertia measurements from next-generation radio telescopes, such as the Square Kilometre Array [9] , and forthcoming radius measurements from the NICER soft X-ray observatory [10] are expected to make significant contributions to the study of ultra-dense matter, at present the most informative constraints on the NS EOS come from gravitational-wave (GW) astronomy. Indeed, Advanced LIGO's [11] and Virgo's [12] GW measurement of NS tidal deformability in GW170817 [13] , the loud signal of a binary NS merger, produced the most discriminating constraints on the supranuclear EOS to date [14, 15] .
The tidal forces that arise in NS binaries during inspiral deform the stars away from their spherical equilibrium shape. The mass quadrupole moments they acquire draw energy from the orbit and add to the binary's gravitational radiation, enhancing its GW luminosity and leading to a slight acceleration of the coalescence. This manifests as a phase shift in the waveform relative to the merger of point-particles [16] [17] [18] , which is measurable with existing GW detectors [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Its magnitude depends on the size of the induced stellar quadrupoles, measured by the tidal deformabilities Λ 1,2 of the two NSs. Λ is an EOS-dependent, dimensionless function of the NS mass M that correlates with the pressure gradients inside the star-i.e. with the stiffness of the EOS. A stiff EOS has large pressure gradients that support bigger, more diffuse stars with large Λ, while a soft EOS has small pressure gradients that yield more compact stars with small Λ. Thus, as with the mass-radius or mass-moment of inertia relation, simultaneous measurements can pick out the preferred M -Λ relation, which is in one-to-one correspondence with the NS EOS.
The first GW constraints on NS tidal deformability were reported in Ref. [13] . The parameters Λ 1,2 were included in the waveform model and inferred, along with the masses M 1,2 and the other source properties, from GW170817 strain data [24] . The resulting posterior distribution over the tidal deformabilities and masses established an upper bound on the chirp deformabilityΛ = 16 13
the particular mass-weighted average of Λ 1,2 that appears in the waveform at lowest post-Newtonian order [18, 25] . Assuming that GW170817's components rotated slowly [23, 26, 27] , with dimensionless spin χ 1,2 := cS 1,2 /GM 1,2 2 ≤ 0.05, Ref. [13] placed a 90%-credible upper boundΛ ≤ 800. 1 The upper limit on the deformability of a canonical 1.4 M NS was also found to be Λ 1.4 := Λ(1.4 M ) ≤ 800. This was refined toΛ = 300 +420 −230 in a subsequent analysis [28] , which made use of improved waveform models and included lower frequencies within the GW data. For comparison, the widely used candidate EOS sly [29] , among the softer theoretical models, has Λ 1.4 ≈ 290, while ms1b [30] , one of the stiffest, has Λ 1.4 ≈ 1220. Overall, these constraints favor a relatively soft NS EOS, and bounds from Ref. [28] rule out several candidate EOSs at 90% confidence.
Nonetheless, the analyses of Refs. [13, 28] neglected important correlations between Λ 1 and Λ 2 and did not attempt to translate the tidal constraints into a direct inference of the NS EOS. Because a NS's composition is dictated by universal nuclear many-body physics, every NS is thought to share a common EOS. Their individual properties can thus be parameterized by the stellar mass alone. In particular, since all NSs conform to the same M -Λ relation, the waveform parameters Λ 1,2 are not truly independent. For example, with the standard convention M 2 ≤ M 1 , Λ 2 ≥ Λ 1 for any physically realistic EOS, as Λ(M ) decreases monotonically. Moreover, the correlation between Λ 1,2 has been shown to be approximately universal [31, 32] ; knowledge of Λ 1 and the binary mass ratio is sufficient to determine Λ 2 with high fidelity, regardless of the EOS. Deviations from the universal relation are at most ∼ 10%, and are substantially smaller for nearly equal-mass systems. Incorporating these correlations, known as binary Love relations, into a prior on Λ 1,2 can significantly improve the recovery of tidal information from GWs. An injection study performed in Ref. [33] demonstrated that the area of the 90%-credible region of the Λ 1 -Λ 2 posterior is reduced by a factor of two or more.
The intrinsic correlations captured by the binary Love relations were taken into account in a pair of reanalyses of GW170817. Ref. [15] made use of the EOS-insensitive, mass-ratio dependent binary Love relations from Refs. [31, 32] to compute Λ 2 as a function of the other parameters in the waveform model. Ref. [14] used a closely related approximation, Λ 2 = (M 1 /M 2 ) 6 Λ 1 , for the same purpose. With the inclusion of these physical restrictions on the tidal deformabilities, both works tightened the tidal constraints inferred from GW170817. Ref. [14] reportedΛ = 222
for a uniform component-mass prior, while Ref. [15] found Λ 1.4 = 190 +390 −120 . Both studies employed the low-spin prior described above, and they prefer a marginally softer EOS than was originally inferred.
Ref. [15] also sought to constrain the NS EOS directly, instead of working exclusively with the tidal deformabilities. It adopted a spectral parameterization for the EOS [34] [35] [36] [37] following methodology originally developed for piecewise polytropes [38] [39] [40] [41] . The spectral coefficients were sampled in place of Λ 1,2 in the waveform, and the most probable EOS was then reconstructed, with error bars, from the first four spectral coefficients. This spectral method ultimately produced a process in the pressure-density plane, in addition to a joint posterior on Λ 1,2 ; just as a distribution gives the relative probability of finite sets of variates, a process gives the relative probability of functional degrees of freedom. Although the Λ 1,2 posterior can be used for Bayesian hypothesis ranking of different candidate EOSs [21, 42, 43] , the EOS process is inherently more informative. The discrete set of nuclear theory models tested in a hypothesis ranking scheme may not capture the full range of possibilities for the EOS, and reducing each model to an overall evidence score may make it difficult to deduce preferences for specific fine-grained features of the EOS. In contrast, Ref. [15] was able to report, e.g., the recovered pressure at twice and six times the nuclear saturation density (ρ nuc = 2.8 × 10
14 g/cm 3 ) independently of existing nuclear-theoretic models with ∼ 60% uncertainty.
However, parametric EOS inference has limitations of its own. The reduction of a complicated pressure-density function to a small number of parameters necessarily leads to modeling errors [41] . This problem is especially acute for sharp features in the pressure-density relation, such as first-order phase transitions, and a four-parameter spectral representation has been shown to model such discontinuous behavior rather poorly [35] . Indeed, it performs no better in this regard than a three-segment piecewise polytrope parameterization, whose issues with phase transitions are widely acknowledged [35, 39] . While it may be possible to design an alternate parameterization specially adapted to such phase transitions, given the extremely varied phenomenology of hybrid EOSs (e.g. [44] [45] [46] [47] ; see Ref. [48] for an overview), it is unlikely that any single parametric model will be able to faithfully represent the full range of EOS variability with only a handful of parameters. Accordingly, a non-parametric representation of the EOS may be better suited to the task of inferring the internal structure of NSs from astrophysical observations.
The faithfulness of a non-parametric representation of a function f scales with the amount of underlying knowledge of f -the way, e.g., the appropriate number of bins to use in a histogram grows as more data are observed-instead of the number of parameters chosen in a parametric model. Non-parametric representations typically involve a set of hyperparameters that control allowed types of functional behavior-like the number and placement of bins in a histogram-but the resulting freedom in f is much larger than that afforded by a parametric model. This is because hyperparameters describe the correlations between a function's values rather than the values themselves. Hence, the uncertainty in the non-parametric representation decreases as observations of the function accrue, while systematic errors in the parametric representation are fixed by the degree to which the model is suited to f . Given that information about the unknown EOS will accumulate through successive GW observations, a non-parametric approach is well-adapted to the so-called relativistic inverse stellar structure problem.
In this paper, we introduce a non-parametric method for directly inferring the NS EOS from GW data. Rather than prescribing a functional form for the relation between the star's pressure p and its total energy density µ, as was done in Ref. [15] , we use Gaussian process regression (GPR) to generate a large number of possible realizations µ (a) (p) of the EOS, labeled by a = 1, 2, ..., N . These synthetic EOSs span the full range of stiffnesses, core pressures and other characteristics consistent with thermodynamic stability, causality, astrophysical observations of NSs, and candidate models µ (α) (p), α = 1, 2, ..., n, from nuclear theory. 
2 ; H) obtained from standard parameter estimation [24] . By assigning L (a) to µ (a) (p), we establish a statistical map between observables (M 1,2 , Λ 1,2 ) and the pressure-density plane. In the limit of many samples (N → ∞), we obtain a smooth EOS posterior process. This inference scheme is similar to what was used in Ref. [39] in the context of piecewise polytropes, but our approach adopts a different representation of the EOS prior and employs different techniques for obtaining the posterior. Ref. [49] employs integration techniques similar to ours in order to bound macroscopic NS observables, but adopts an ad hoc EOS prior and does not weight their prior draws by the full likelihood.
Besides possessing systematics that are completely independent from those for parametric methods, a nonparametric approach to EOS inference has several attractive features. Instead of requiring a separate analysis of GW strain data with an alternate waveform model, our method operates on the standard GW M 1,2 -Λ 1,2 likelihoods produced by parameter estimation. Moreover, a GPR representation of the EOS naturally comes equipped with smooth error estimates for the function, unlike simple interpolation or a spectral construction. Most importantly, such a representation provides immense flexibility when selecting the EOS prior; by conditioning the GPR on different sets of candidate EOSs, priors specialized to different classes of theoretical models can easily be specified. With these, one could investigate, e.g., the prevalence of hyperonic degrees of freedom or first-order phase transitions in the EOS by calculating the relative posterior support for the relevant priors. Astrophysical priors on NS masses and radii can also be accommodated by the GPR, and physical constraints on the EOS-like causality, thermodynamic stability, and the binary Love relations-are automatically incorporated. Furthermore, conditioning the priors on tabulated EOSs may make our prior beliefs more transparent compared to ad hoc choices for parameters which may not have immediate physical interpretations. The flexibility and transparency afforded by a non-parametric representation of the EOS may become increasingly important as more binary NS systems are observed, reducing statistical uncertainty to levels comparable to systematic model uncertainties [50] .
Leveraging these advantages, we develop two non-parametric priors with Gaussian processes conditioned on a fiducial set of tabulated candidate EOSs. Our model-agnostic prior attempts to span the full range of physically plausible EOSs and is only loosely informed by the theoretical models, while our model-informed prior is more tightly constrained by the candidate EOSs. Applying both priors to a series of simulated signals, we confirm that our inference scheme behaves as expected. Performing our analysis on GW170817, we inferΛ = 210 between the two priors, we find that neither is strongly preferred by the data: B A I = 1.12 ± 0.06 (point estimate and 1-σ uncertainty). This suggests that constraints on the EOS and tidal deformabilities from GW170817 may be relatively prior-dominated, and modeling systematics associated with the parameterization of prior beliefs may therefore be important.
We detail our development of Gaussian processes in Sec. II and describe our inference scheme in Sec. III. Sec. IV reports the specific priors used in this analysis. We apply them to simulated signals in Sec. V and to real GW170817 data in Sec. VI. We present our conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. NON-PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF THE EQUATION OF STATE
Our non-parametric approach to GW-based EOS inference relies heavily on Gaussian processes (GPs). We therefore begin by reviewing GPs in general, before explaining our specific implementation for causal, thermodynamically stable EOSs. GPs have been applied to many problems in GW astronomy, such as the modeling of gravitational waveforms [51, 52] and electromagnetic counterpart light curves [53] , the optimization of parameter estimation strategies [54] [55] [56] , and hierarchical population inference [57, 58] , but they have not previously been used in the relativistic inverse stellar structure problem. Furthermore, many of these applications only use GPs to interpolate between a sparse sample of known functions, marginalizing over interpolation uncertainty, rather than employing a GP directly as a Bayesian prior. We use GPs for both purposes. A helpful general reference about GPs can be found in Ref. [59] .
A. Gaussian processes
GPs provide an extremely flexible and compact representation of the uncertainty in a function's values (ordinates). A GP treats a real-valued function f as an element of an infinite-dimensional vector space, with the correlations between its ordinates f i := f (x i ) ∈ (−∞, ∞) modeled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution N with mean f i and covariance Cov(f i , f j ). The joint distribution on the function's ordinates, conditioned on their corresponding abscissae x i , is thus
The elements of the covariance matrix are determined by a covariance kernel K such that
Typically, K is chosen such that the covariance is larger for abscissae that are closer together, effectively constraining f to be smooth over a length scale set by the kernel. More generally, K determines the preferred functional behavior of realizations drawn from the GP. Each realization f of the GP is therefore a sequence of correlated random variables, but all such functions nonetheless share some general features. A standard choice for K is the squared-exponential kernel
in which the hyperparameters σ and l determine the functions' behavior: σ sets the overall strength of the correlations, and l governs the length scale over which they occur. Other common choices are the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck and Mortén kernels (see Sec. 4.2 of Ref. [59] for a more complete list). We choose the squared-exponential because it is analytic and adequately captures the observed variations within our data. Hence, our GP is built from this kernel, along with variants of the white-noise kernel
which models measurement uncertainty at a specific point. One can determine conditional distributions for an arbitrary set of ordinates f i given a set {f j * } of known values via
the definition of a conditional probability. Here and throughout this work, starred indices (e.g. x i * ) indicate abscissae upon which we condition the GP, as opposed to generic abscissae (e.g. x i ) at which the ordinates are unknown. We also adopt the Einstein summation convention throughout. Applying Eq. (5) to a GP yields
As the set {f j * } of known values is expanded, the conditioned processes from which the ordinates are drawn become tighter, reducing the variance between different realizations f of the GP. That is, the uncertainty in the representation decreases as knowledge of the function accrues. Furthermore, conditioned processes can be inferred simultaneously for f i and its first derivative ∂ i f := df /dx| x=xi via a self-consistent joint distribution (see Secs. 4.1.1 and 9.4 of Ref. [59] for a derivation)
Here we introduce the notation
where
given known values {f j * } and corresponding abscissae {x j * }. Contingent on our choice of K and hyperparameters, this conditioned process allows us to make probabilistic statements about f i and ∂ i f at arbitrary abscissae based on observations of ordinates in other regions of the function's domain. In other words, Eq. (8) generates a function over its whole domain from a finite set of known values. GPR is more sophisticated than simple interpolation, as it automatically comes equipped with estimates of the uncertainty in the interpolated values.
In our application, we use GPR to model uncertainty in the NS EOS. Viewing the GP as a generator of random functions with (specifiable) common overall behavior, we harness GPR to produce many random synthetic EOSs that resemble candidate EOSs from nuclear theory. We find that the squared-exponential covariance suitably reproduces the variability observed in the nuclear-theoretic candidate EOSs when the hyperparameters are appropriately selected. In principle, one could choose the hyperparameters by optimizing the likelihood P ({f j * }|{x j * }, σ, l) of observing the known data f j * at x j * with respect to (σ, l); or, better still, marginalize over the hyperparameters according to this likelihood and a prior P (σ, l) so that
in effect defining a mixture model of many GPs. However, in our implementation we simply set the hyperparameters to approximate their maximum-likelihood values. This manual selection of hyperparameters does not influence our results, and exploring refinements of these choices is left to future work.
B. Gaussian process model for the equation of state
The NS EOS is a function µ(p) that relates the star's pressure p to its total energy density µ, the sum of rest-mass energy density ρ and internal energy density . The rest-mass and total energy densities are related by the first law of thermodynamics,
Since the precise functional relationship between µ and p is uncertain, but partial knowledge of the nuclear microphysics places some restrictions on its behavior, a GP conditioned on candidate models from nuclear theory is especially well-suited to modeling EOS uncertainty. In particular, individual realizations of the GP serve as samples from the set of physically viable EOSs. The simplest way to construct a non-parametric representation of the EOS would be to apply GPR directly in the p-µ plane. However, the resulting GP would formally support EOSs with µ < 0, since its range is necessarily the whole real line. Moreover, by default, GPR on µ(p) would include thermodynamically unstable or acausal EOSs-i.e. functions with dp/dµ < 0 or superluminal sound speeds c s = dp/dµ > c. To incorporate causality, thermodynamic stability and positivity of the total energy automatically, we instead build a GP over φ = log c 2 dµ dp − 1 .
The auxiliary variable φ, first introduced in Ref. [35] , can take any value along the real line, and it naturally incorporates the desired physical constraints because φ ∈ R corresponds to 0 ≤ dp/dµ ≤ c 2 . Positivity of p then ensures c s ≤ c and µ ≥ 0. The spectral approach to EOS inference [36, 37] employed in Ref. [15] also starts with a similar transformation, but goes on to decompose the EOS onto a small set of basis functions. In contrast, we assign a prior process to φ = φ(log p) via GPR conditioned on tabulated EOSs. The process over φ can easily be translated to a process over µ. Since the map from φ to µ is nonlinear, Gaussian uncertainty in φ will, however, generally not correspond to Gaussian uncertainty in µ.
We condition the GP for φ(log p) on a training set of n candidate EOSs µ (α) (p) from the literature. The data for the α th candidate EOS constitute a function log µ (α) (log p (α) j * ) with ordinates log µ (α) j * and abscissae log p (α)
j * } data available may vary from candidate EOS to candidate EOS, and the relative weight assigned to each model in the training set is proportional to the number of data points included, we resample each µ (α) (p) to s points so that the GP for φ(log p) is conditioned equally on every input EOS. This need not be the case-one could formulate a mixture model of GPs (see, e.g., Refs. [60, 61] ) to establish a weighted training set of candidate EOSs-but for simplicity we assume equal weights here. This resampling could be performed with, e.g., linear interpolation, but we instead use GPR to obtain an estimate of the uncertainty associated with the interpolation. Thus, we construct a GP representation of φ (α) (log p) for each candidate EOS in the training set, such that one realization of the α th GP is an s-fold list of ordinates {φ
i } at evenly spaced points in log p. In this way, the maps from µ to φ for the tabulated EOSs-which come without uncertainties-are effectively equipped with error bars. The GPs for φ (α) (log p) are subordinate to, and used as input for, the overarching GP for φ(log p). We next describe the construction of the GPs for φ (α) (log p) in some detail, before addressing the GP for φ(log p) itself. For every candidate EOS µ (α) (p), we first fit log µ (α) with a low-order polynomial in log p and construct a GP for the residuals. The resulting joint distribution on log µ (α) , its first derivative
Here we take the values {logμ
j * } from the low-order polynomial fit as the mean in the process, and model correlations among the residuals around this fit. While we assume a squared-exponential covariance kernel for all tabulated EOSs, we choose hyperparameters (
ij . Conditioning the joint distribution on the tabulated ordinates {log µ
where the explicit expressions for the expectation value and conditioned covariance follow from Eqs. (9) and (10) . The corresponding process for φ (α) is calculated from Eq. (13) as
with
We approximate the covariance matrix Cov (α) (φ i , φ j ) through a first order Taylor expansion for φ i in terms of log µ i and ∂ i log µ, i.e.
so that
This allows us to translate log µ (α) (log p (α) j * ) to the auxiliary variable φ (α) (log p i ), interpolated at an arbitrary set of abscissae, while keeping track of the uncertainty associated with the interpolation. We refer to this as resampling the tabulated EOSs, because we take irregularly spaced tabulated data for µ (α) (p) and transform it into a process for φ (α) (log p) from which we can extract regularly sampled data. Fig. 1 shows the φ (α) (log p) process we construct for one of the candidate EOSs described in Sec. IV.
The overarching GP for φ(log p) is subsequently conditioned on the collection of processes φ (α) (log p) for the individual candidate EOSs. We again use a squared-exponential kernel, but supplement it with a white-noise kernel (cf. Eq. (4))
scaled by the observed variance between the n tabulated EOSs at the pressures p i . In this way, we not only model the covariance between φ at different pressures, but also the spread in candidate EOSs at each abscissa. The scaling hyperparameter σ n in Eq. (20) allows us to specify how closely we wish the synthetic EOSs to follow the tabulated ones; small values enforce the conditioned process to closely follow the average of the tabulated EOSs. For simplicity, we condition based on the interpolated ordinates φ (α) i * at the same regularly sampled set of pressures log p i * regardless of the EOS, though this is not strictly necessary.
Equipped with processes φ (α) (log p) for each tabulated EOS, and the white-noise kernel approximating modeling uncertainty at each pressure, we construct the overarching GP for φ(log p) conditioned on all the tabulated EOSs. The joint distribution on φ(log p) and the subordinate φ (α) (log p) is thus
A demonstration of our GP mapping from µ (h4) to φ (h4) using a 3 rd -order polynomial fit and a squared-exponential kernel with σ (h4) = 0.1 and l (h4) = 0.6 (see Eq. (14)). Irregularly sampled tabulated values and estimates obtained from numeric differentiation (red ) are resampled to a regular grid in log p via GPR, along with residuals and associated error estimates (black ). We note that the residuals between tabulated values and our interpolation of µ (α) are 1% at high pressures, resulting in 10% relative uncertainty in φ.
The covariance matrix for this GP representation of the NS EOS is composed of several terms: a) block diagonal contributions Cov (α) from the conditioned uncertainty in φ Specific choices for the squared-exponential kernel hyperparameters (σ, l) and the white-noise kernel scaling factor σ n complete the model. Conditioning this process on the means E (α) for the tabulated EOSs yields
which approximates the desired process
} by conditioning on interpolated values E (α) with associated uncertainties instead of conditioning directly on the tabulated EOS data. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Concrete expressions for the final conditioned expectation value and covariance follow from Eq. (6).
The GP defined by Eq. (24) models φ(log p), rather than µ(p). Nonetheless, for each realization φ (a) (log p) of the process, we invert Eq. (13) and numerically integrate ∂µ (a) /∂p = (1 + e φ (a) )/c 2 to obtain µ (a) (p), which is suitable for
Inferred processes for several φ (α) (log p) (red ) and an example overarching GP φ(log p) (black ) conditioned on all of them (left) along with the same reference EOSs and the model-agnostic (light blue, loosely informed by nuclear theory) and model-informed (dark blue, more tightly constrained by nuclear theory) priors used in this analysis (right, see Sec. IV). Shaded regions correspond to 1-σ confidence regions. We see that the model-agnostic prior comfortably contains all the reference EOSs, while the model-informed prior more closely follows a group of tabulated EOS.
calculating macroscopic NS properties. The rest-mass density can be obtained from µ (a) via Eq. (12), allowing us to plot the EOS in conventional p (a) (ρ) form. The individual realizations of the EOS are stitched onto a model for the low-density crust EOS, which is well known below nuclear saturation density; we use a piecewise polytrope implementation of sly [38] . In this way, we obtain a unified EOS valid at all densities up to a specified maximum value. The distribution of functions µ (a) (p) calculated in this manner defines the EOS prior process P (µ(p)|{µ
. Each synthetic EOS drawn from this process is a random function that resembles the input tabulated EOSs both qualitatively and quantitatively. The choice of hyperparameters σ :
for the GP provides the freedom to self-consistently explore a wide swath of the space of possible EOSs, or to mimic to the behavior observed in the candidate EOSs more closely.
The process for µ(p), conditioned on the full training set of candidate EOSs, generates a large set of new proposals for the pressure-density relation without resorting to a parameterization. Astrophysical constraints on the EOS, such as the requirement that it support observed NS masses, are applied by directly checking, e.g., the maximum mass for each synthetic EOS. Any synthetic EOS that violates the constraint is discarded from the prior. Similar astrophysical cutoffs could incorporate future information about NS radii and moments of inertia from electromagnetic astronomy.
III. BAYESIAN INFERENCE OF THE EQUATION OF STATE VIA MONTE CARLO INTEGRATION
GP representations of the uncertainty in NS internal structure play a fundamental role in our non-parametric inference of the EOS. The candidate EOSs upon which the GP is conditioned, as well as the choice of the hyperparameters σ, determine the characteristics of the EOS prior process P (µ(p)|{µ (α) j * }, σ). In particular, the degree to which elements µ (a) (p) ∼ P (µ(p)|{µ (α) j * }, σ) of the prior process resemble the input EOSs is controlled by the hyperparameters σ, l and σ n . Here we show how the GW likelihood from parameter estimation is used in conjunction with the prior to produce an EOS posterior process.
The posterior process for the EOS is ultimately derived from GW detector data (d), which is sensitive to macroscopic NS observables like masses and tidal deformabilities. Source properties are recovered from d via Bayesian inference for the parameters of a prescribed waveform model. The waveform parameters include the masses M 1,2 , the tidal deformabilities Λ 1,2 , and other source properties and phenomenological parameters denoted as ϑ. The priors chosen
Strictly speaking, the waveform parameters M 1,2 and Λ 1,2 are not completely independent, as a specification of M and the EOS is sufficient to determine Λ. Indeed, an EOS µ(p) predicts a unique M -Λ relation, which we denote as Λ(M ; µ). This relation is calculated by first integrating the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations [62, 63] and the field equation governing the quadrupolar tidal perturbation [64] simultaneously from the center of the NS to its surface for a choice of central density ρ c . These equations of stellar structure determine the mass, radius and tidal deformability of the NS. A sequence of stable neutron stars is then constructed by repeating the integration for a sequence of central densities up to ρ max c , the central density for which the mass reaches a maximum M max and beyond which the star becomes unstable [65] . The resulting tidal deformability and mass sequence constitutes Λ(M ; µ). Integration of the equations of stellar structure also gives us access to the M -ρ c relation M (ρ c ; µ), which includes M max information.
The EOS posterior process P (µ|d; {µ (α) j * }, σ, H) is obtained from the GW data through an application of Bayes' theorem, which states
P (d|µ i ; H) is the likelihood of the data given an EOS µ(p) and the model H. Marginalizing separately over the waveform parameters of interest (M 1,2 , Λ 1,2 ) and the nuisance parameters ϑ, it can be written as
The integral in square brackets is the marginal conditional likelihood
for the observed GW data given a pair of masses and tidal deformabilities. In terms of this likelihood, Eq. (25) reads
Here, we marginalize over Λ 1,2 in addition to M 1,2 by introducing Dirac delta functions over Λ(M ; µ). This accounts for the fact that the likelihood available from standard parameter estimation does not include intrinsic correlations among Λ 1,2 (cf. Ref. [28] ); most stochastic samplers employed in GW parameter estimation sample from L(d|M 1 , M 2 , Λ 1 , Λ 2 ; H), treating Λ 1,2 as completely independent parameters. 4 Thus, provided that L(d|M 1 , M 2 , Λ 1 , Λ 2 ; H) is known, we need only compute the integral (27) to obtain a posterior process for the EOS. In practice, however, standard parameter estimation gives us access to a finite number of samples from the likelihood instead of the distribution itself. Assuming that the exact marginal conditional likelihood can be accurately modeled from the available samples [66] , we simply approximate L(d|M 1 , M 2 , Λ 1 , Λ 2 ; H) with a Gaussian KDE (see, e.g., Ref. [28] ). The integral is then evaluated with Monte Carlo techniques. Although Monte Carlo integration is relatively inefficient, it provides the most straightforward way to compute the posterior process. More advanced methods, such as Markov-Chain Monte Carlo, may be amenable to the inclusion of a GP prior, but the associated jump proposals are non-trivial (see, e.g., Refs. [67, 68] ). We therefore rely exclusively on direct Monte Carlo integration in this paper, implementing the following algorithm to calculate the posterior process: 
2 ; H) via the KDE; and e) repeat until a sufficiently large number of samples have been collected.
Because
based on the entropy of the weights observed a posteriori. The larger N eff , the better the precision. If only a few samples have significant weights, then both the entropy and N eff will be small. However, if most samples have similar weights, the entropy and N eff will be large, possibly approaching the upper bound N eff = N , achieved for equal weights.
Monte Carlo integration also provides a means of directly estimating the evidence P (d|{µ (α) j * }, σ, H) for a given prior process as a functional integral over µ(p):
Unlike the posterior process, the sampling uncertainty in P (d|{µ
Because our KDE approximation of the likelihood has an unknown normalization factor, only relative measures of evidence are meaningful, and we therefore compute the Bayes factor-the ratio of evidences-when comparing support for different priors.
IV. GAUSSIAN PROCESS EQUATION-OF-STATE PRIORS
In our specific implementation, we condition our GP EOS prior on a fiducial set of candidate EOSs selected from extant nuclear-theoretic models. Our training set of candidate EOSs is composed of seven well-established models [69] : alf2 [70] , eng [71] , h4 [72] , mpa1 [73] , ms1, ms1b [74] , and sly [75] . These models span a wide range of stiffnesses, and support a 1.93 M star, a conservative observational bound on the maximum NS mass [76] . Our candidate EOSs are purely hadronic, except for alf2 and H4, which contain color-flavor-locked quarks and hyperons, respectively.
First off, we seek to build an uninformative EOS prior process that uniformly covers the entire range of physically viable EOSs, from the stiffest possible (saturating the causality constraint) to the softest possible (marginally failing to support a 1.93 M NS). Within this range, synthetic EOSs should vary as freely as possible subject to the physical constraints discussed in Sec. II B. We therefore use the tabulated EOSs to provide only weak, general guidance to the form of the synthetic EOSs. This is achieved by selecting a large white-noise variance σ n . Thus, synthetic EOSs drawn from the prior can depart significantly from the mean of the tabulated EOSs upon which they are conditioned (cf. Eq. (22)) and can exhibit different types of functional behavior (cf. Eq. (23)) while exploring a large swath of the pressure-density plane. We refer to this fiducial EOS prior process as the model-agnostic prior.
We also explore an alternate choice of prior. Our second prior seeks to conform more closely to our tabulated EOSs, producing much tighter a priori bounds in the pressure-density plane. In this case, hyperparameters are chosen to yield synthetic EOS behavior that reproduces the features of the input EOSs: σ n is set to be quite small, and the synthetic EOSs consequently depart relatively little from the average of the candidate EOSs. We call the resulting EOS prior process the model-informed prior.
Our GP priors are shown in Fig. 2 along with our set of tabulated EOSs. We see that the model-agnostic prior supports a much broader range of possible EOSs, while remaining centered-like the model-informed prior-on our representative set of candidate models. We also compare our prior processes to the spectral method's [15] in Fig. 3 . One observes that the spectral prior is centered on a similar region of the pressure-density plane as both our modelagnostic and model-informed priors, but that our model-agnostic prior covers a somewhat broader region. Because our synthetic EOSs are not restricted to a single parametric form, they also encapsulate a wider range of functional behaviors than the spectral EOSs, though this may not be apparent from the two-dimensional projection represented in the figures.
We first evaluate the non-parametric method's performance by analyzing simulated GW signals with both the model-agnostic and model-informed GP prior processes (Sec. V). We then place constraints on the true NS EOS with GW170817 data (Sec. VI). When performing the Monte Carlo integration, we draw component masses from a uniform prior consistent with the low-spin prior of Ref. [13] , and we iterate until O(10 3 ) effective samples have been returned, prior processes We see that our model-agnostic posterior favors even softer EOSs than the spectral approach, whereas the model-informed prior favors slightly stiffer EOSs than the spectral approach. However, the associated uncertainties suggest all results are consistent.
typically corresponding to O(10 5 ) draws from the prior. The two parallel inferences demonstrate how the nonparametric method can be tuned to assume different levels of a priori confidence in the fiducial candidate EOSs. We remark, however, that neither of the priors constructed here should be construed as an optimal representation of the variability in the NS EOS. Our selection of hyperparameters and training EOSs simply provides a qualitative illustration of possible designs for the GP prior process; the optimization of the EOS prior will be pursued in future work. For example, the fiducial set of candidate EOSs could be expanded to include more recently developed models with broader phenomenology, including first-order phase transitions or strange quark matter. The hyperparameters could also be selected more judiciously to produce an EOS prior process that covers an even larger region of the pressure-density plane; this is particularly relevant for the model-informed prior, as excessively stiff or soft EOSs tend to fall toward its edge. Nonetheless, the GP priors introduced here are sufficiently broad to demonstrate the non-parametric method's efficacy, and we expect the model-agnostic prior in particular to resemble more carefully designed EOS prior processes.
V. SIMULATED GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SIGNALS
We perform an injection campaign to demonstrate the non-parametric method's ability to infer a known EOS from GW data. This proof of principle study is conducted with the intention of applying the same analysis to GW170817, and, accordingly, our simulated signals are designed to resemble that event. We define three different sources with parameters similar to those inferred for GW170817, and inject the corresponding GW signals into real detector noise surrounding the event [13, 77] . In particular, the injections have component masses and spins that are compatible with the inferred source properties for GW170817; the sources are placed at a comparable distance and orientation relative to the detectors; and the signals' network signal-to-noise ratios are approximately the same (SNR ≈ 35) [28] . For each of these sources, we further select one of three candidate EOSs-ms1, h4, sly-ranging from relatively stiff to soft. The choice of injected masses and EOS determines the tidal deformabilities in the simulated GW signal. The M 1,2 and Λ 1,2 values for each mock event, as well as the associated EOS, are listed in Table I . Injections are performed with the TaylorF2 waveform (see, e.g., Ref. [78] ) and the M 1,2 -Λ 1,2 marginal likelihoods are sampled with lalinference [24] using the same.
The posteriors obtained for one simulated event, injection I with h4, are shown by way of example in Figs. 4 and 5 along with the associated priors. Fig. 4 shows projections of the joint probability distribution over M 1,2 and Λ 1,2 into the Λ 1 -Λ 2 and Λ 1 -M 1 subspaces, as well as marginal distributions for M 1 , Λ 1 and Λ 2 . On the left, one can see that the model-agnostic prior supports a wide range of possible M -Λ relations, and the inferred posterior comfortably includes the injected value. This is in keeping with our expectations, since the model-agnostic prior is designed to contain all feasible EOSs. Nonetheless, the inference produced informative constraints on the tidal deformabilities, as the 90% confidence region of the posterior is much reduced relative to the prior. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding EOS prior and posterior processes in the pressure-density plane. In the lefthand panel, the broad model-agnostic prior is significantly narrowed by the inference, especially around 2ρ nuc , producing a posterior process that favors an EOS somewhat softer than the prior's median. The inference also yields information about the central density ρ c and pressure p c of each NS, since the M -ρ c relation for each synthetic EOS is known. The overplotted contours indicate the posterior for the more massive component's central values. Constraints on the EOS above ρ c,1 , the central density associated with M 1 , arise exclusively through correlations within the synthetic EOSs; the GW likelihood directly constrains the EOS only below ρ c, 1 .
The righthand panels of Figs. 4 and 5 show our inference with the model-informed prior. In terms of the joint M 1,2 -Λ 1,2 probability distribution, the model-informed prior is much more restrictive, leading to a tighter posterior than in the model-agnostic case. Specifically, the model-informed posterior has limited support for very soft EOSs (small tidal deformabilities). This is consistent with the fact that the model-informed prior is closely tied to the training set of candidate EOSs, which includes models no softer than sly (Λ 1.4 ≈ 290), whereas the less constrained synthetic EOSs from the model-agnostic prior explore softer regions of the pressure-density plane. Despite the model-informed posterior's smaller support, the injected parameters M 1,2 and Λ 1,2 are still recovered within 90% confidence, although Λ happens to lie marginally outside the 90% confidence region for this event.
In the model-informed case, we note that the posterior in the pressure-density plane is nearly identical to the prior. This is because the model-informed prior is already quite narrow, and a single noisy GW event conveys only a limited amount of information. We expect tighter constraints to be achievable with combined observations from multiple events [39, 42] .
The full set of injected signals is presented in Appendix A, and we summarize the results here, reporting our method's performance for each of the injections in Table I . We quote the injected M 1,2 , Λ 1,2 andΛ values along with one-dimensional 90% credible regions around the maxima a posteriori. In general, we find that the component masses are always well recovered with both priors, while Λ 1,2 are typically well recovered with the model-agnostic prior, although the maxima a posteriori are not always centered on the injected values. This is due to a combination of noise fluctuations (the likelihood does not peak at the injected values) and the influence of our priors (the injected values lie near the edge of the prior). Unsurprisingly,Λ is generally less sensitive to the priors and is consequently recovered more robustly. The GW data constrain Λ 1,2 primarily throughΛ, so a posteriori relative degrees of belief for combinations of Λ 1,2 that produce the sameΛ are mostly informed by the prior.
In contrast to the model-agnostic prior, Λ 1,2 are not always well recovered with the model-informed prior. While several two-dimensional projections, such as the marginal Λ 1 -Λ 2 distribution, appear to comfortably contain the injected signal, in reality it lies near the edge of the allowed M -Λ relations in some cases (see, e.g., Fig. 4) . Hence, the injection is found near the edge of the posterior because of the constraints applied in the full four-dimensional space. This indicates that our model-informed prior could be too tight to reliably infer the true EOS if it is significantly softer or stiffer than the candidate EOSs included in our training set. Our model-agnostic prior is more trustworthy in this regard, though it generally produces looser constraints because of its broader support. What's more, the model-informed prior tends to more strongly influence the inferred Λ 1,2 , resulting at times in injected values recovered outside the 90% credible regions. However, this is to be expected for injected EOSs lying near or beyond the edge of our prior. We only expect our confidence regions to have the correct coverage if the injected signals were drawn directly from our priors, which is not the case here. Although ms1, h4 and sly are among the candidate EOSs upon which the GP was conditioned, they are not themselves synthetic EOSs drawn from the EOS prior process.
Since the recovered posteriors for the injections depend on the GP prior, we may quantify the degree to which the GW data prefer one prior or the other via Bayesian model selection. We estimate the Bayes factor
between our model-agnostic and model-informed priors for all events listed in Table I , calculating the evidences according to Eq. (29) . For most simulated signals, neither prior is strongly preferred by the data, with the exception of injection I with ms1. As ms1 is particularly stiff, it lies at the very edge of our model-informed prior's support, and therefore there is much more evidence in favor of the model-agnostic prior. This appears to be more prevalent Table I . Contours for the joint distributions correspond to 50% and 90% credible regions. Because of the broader support in the model-agnostic prior, the injected value (grey cross-hairs) is comfortably contained in the associated posterior's support. We note that the model-informed prior appears to contain the injected value in some marginal distributions, but it actually lives near the edge of the allowed M -Λ region. This accounts for the fact that the Λ1,2 posterior barely contains the injection even though it appears to be contained in the Λ1,2 prior. Since we perform inference with a non-trivial prior in a four-dimensional space, the resulting constraints may not be obvious from two-dimensional projections.
for particularly stiff EOSs than for particularly soft ones (compare B A I for ms1 and sly), but we typically find that the GW data do not disfavor our model-informed prior at high confidence. One could imagine performing a similar model selection scheme on different GP priors conditioned on specific features of the NS EOS, to test, e.g., for the existence of a first-order phase transition in the NS EOS.
VI. GW170817
Having tested our non-parametric inference on simulated GW events, we now apply it to real data from GW170817. We repeat the analysis of the previous section using the same model-agnostic and model-informed priors. Our recovered M 1,2 -Λ 1,2 posteriors and EOS posterior processes are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. One-dimensional credible regions for the component masses and tidal deformabilities are reported in Table I , which also presents the Bayes factor between the two priors.
With the model-agnostic prior, we find that GW170817 places significant a posteriori constraints on the tidal deformabilities, favoring a limited region corresponding to relatively soft EOSs. Indeed, we infer a chirp deformability ofΛ = 210 Table I) , showing the prior (blue) and posterior (red ) for our model-agnostic (left) and model-informed (right) priors. Solid lines show the medians and shaded regions correspond to 50% and 90% credible regions for the one-dimensional marginal distributions for p(ρ). Contours correspond to the 50% and 90% credible regions for the central density and pressure of M1 and vertical black bars denote ρnuc, 2ρnuc, and 6ρnuc. We see stronger relative a posteriori constraints with the model-agnostic prior, whereas the posterior obtained with the model-informed prior is nearly indistinguishable from the prior itself.
we find Λ 1.4 = 160 +448 −113 . This suggests some of the smallest tidal deformabilities of any study to date. Our findings agree with the results of previous analyses, namelyΛ = 222 +420 −138 [14] and Λ 1.4 = 190 +390 −120 [15] . Moreover, the 90% confidence region of our Λ 1 -Λ 2 posterior, shown in Fig. 6 , is markedly similar to the corresponding region of the posterior obtained with the spectral method (cf. Fig. 1 of Ref. [15] ).
From Fig. 7 , we observe a preference for a slightly softer-than-average pressure-density relation at mid-range densities.
In particular, we obtain the 90%-credible regions p(2ρ nuc ) = 1.35
34 dyn/cm 2 and p(6ρ nuc ) = 8.86
35 dyn/cm 2 on the pressure at twice and six times nuclear density. These values agree with the constraints p(2ρ nuc ) = 3.5
34 dyn/cm 2 and p(6ρ nuc ) = 9.0 +7.9 −2.6 × 10 35 dyn/cm 2 obtained in Ref. [15] . Furthermore, Fig. 7 displays our inference for the central density ρ c,1 and pressure p c,1 of the more massive component of the binary; we find that the posterior peaks at ρ c,1 ≈ 3ρ nuc . Since M (ρ c ; µ) is known for each synthetic EOS, the posterior process can also be used to make an inference for the maximum mass supported by the NS EOS. We find that M max = 2.09 [13, 28] , but the lower bounds are much larger. This is because the tabulated EOSs used to construct the model-informed prior cannot produce Λ 1.4 290 (the sly value), while the GW data appear to support deformabilities Λ 1.4 200. Electromagnetic observations of the kilonova associated with GW170817 have found similarly large lower bounds forΛ [53, 79, 80] . The numerical relativity simulations of Ref. [80] , in particular, suggestΛ 300, in mild tension with our model-agnostic result but more compatible with our model-informed analysis. Curiously, the Λ 1.4 90% confidence region for the model-agnostic prior includes a long tail to large values and contains the maximum a posteriori estimate from the model-informed prior, although the 50% confidence region is much tighter.
The EOS posterior process for the model-informed prior is plotted in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 . The pressure constraints extracted from the posterior are p(2ρ nuc ) = 4.73
dyn/cm 2 and p(6ρ nuc ) = 7.55
35 dyn/cm 2 , consistent with Ref. [15] (see Fig. 3 ). The posterior for the central density ρ c,1 peaks around 2ρ nuc , and the constraint on the maximum mass supported is tightened to M max = 2.04
+0.22
−0.002 M . Overall, our results for GW170817 are consistent with the literature [13] [14] [15] 28] , favoring relatively lowΛ and a correspondingly soft EOS. In fact, Fig. 3 shows that our inferred model-agnostic posterior process for µ(p) favors a slightly softer EOS than that found with the spectral method [15] , though the uncertainties are quite broad. On the other hand, the model-informed posterior prefers slightly larger pressures than the spectral method's. Nonetheless, compared to our priors-i.e. p prior (2ρ nuc ) = 1.09
−2.9 × 10 34 ) dyn/cm 2 for the model-agnostic (modelinformed) prior-we generally see smaller 90% confidence regions and shifted modes in the pressure-density plane a posteriori.
Although the differences between prior and posterior are more pronounced in the model-agnostic case, neither prior is strongly favored by the data. We find B A I = 1.12 ± 0.06 (point estimate and 1-σ uncertainty), implying that our inference of the tidal deformabilities and the EOS itself is relatively prior-dominated. In other words, the data from GW170817 alone cannot strongly differentiate between a model that yields p(2ρ nuc ) = 1.35
34 dyn/cm 2 and one that yields p(2ρ nuc ) = 4.73
suggesting that all such constraints should be interpreted with care. We expect that combined data from multiple GW signals will be needed to discriminate between different models for the EOS.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
GW measurements of the macroscopic properties of NSs offer a promising means of deducing information about the nuclear microphysics that governs their internal structure. The non-parametric framework for NS EOS inference developed here provides direct constraints on the pressure-density relation inside the star from the standard GW likelihood. The GP formulation of the EOS can compactly and faithfully represent a more diverse set of possible EOSs than parametric models, and since its systematic uncertainties are independent of those from previous analyses, non-parametric inference can be used to complement and corroborate existing approaches. The full EOS posterior , and ms1. Contours in the joint distributions correspond to the 50% and 90% credible regions, and we see that the model-agnostic prior's a posteriori constraints are similar to those reported in Ref. [15] , whereas the model-informed prior favors significantly larger Λ1,2 but similar masses.
process produced by our approach allows pressures and densities within the NS to be inferred, derived properties like the maximum NS mass to be constrained, and model selection between various EOS priors to be performed. We carried out a study of simulated GW170817-like signals using real detector noise as a demonstration of our method's efficacy at recovering a known EOS. The inference produced informative constraints on the tidal deformabilities and the pressure-density relation, in the sense that the 90% confidence region of the posterior was reduced. Overall, we find that injections with stiffer EOSs favor stiffer EOSs a posteriori, and softer injected EOSs favor softer posteriors, as expected. However, the constraints depend somewhat strongly on the prior assumed, and the data typically do not favor the model-agnostic prior over the model-informed one, or vice-versa.
Using the same model-informed and model-agnostic priors, we analyzed GW170817 to infer tidal deformabilities, pressures and the maximum mass supported by the EOS. We summarize the results below and discuss their significance.
Tidal deformabilities. Analyzing GW170817 with the model-agnostic prior, we infer a canonical deformability of Λ 1.4 = 160 +448 −113 and a chirp deformability ofΛ = 210 +383 −113 , in comfortable agreement with previous analyses [14, 15] . The maximum a posteriori values we obtain for the canonical and chirp deformabilities are the smallest claimed to date, but come with broad uncertainties. Such small tidal deformabilities favor an EOS that resembles the softest nucleartheoretic models available. Repeating the analysis with the model-informed prior, the inferred tidal deformabilities are Λ 1.4 = 556 −5.9 × 10 35 dyn/cm 2 on the pressure at twice and six times the nuclear saturation density with the model-agnostic prior. These figures are consistent with the pressure constraints calculated with the spectral method. Qualitatively, we observe a similar preference for lower-than-average pressures at mid-range densities as was noted in Ref. [15] . The pressures inferred with the model-informed prior are p(2ρ nuc ) = 4.73
34 dyn/cm 2 and p(6ρ nuc ) = 7.55
35 dyn/cm 2 , favoring a slightly stiffer EOS. Nonetheless, the results of the inference are still consistent with those of previous analyses [15] within their uncertainties.
Maximum mass. The EOS posterior process gives us access to maximum-mass information through correlations between the high densities relevant for M max and the mid-range densities probed by GW170817. With the modelagnostic prior, we constrain the maximum NS mass to be M max = 2.09 +0.37 −0.16 M , disfavoring especially stiff candidate EOSs that produce M max 2.5 M . Ours is the first reported constraint derived exclusively from GW data. This is compatible with multimessenger studies of GW170817 via EOS model selection [81] and approximate universal relations [82] , numerical relativity [83] , and general-relativistic magnetohydrodynamic simulations [84] , which account for the observed spectrum of the electromagnetic counterpart, the lifetime of the merger remnant, and the GW-inferred source properties. Taken together, the multimessenger studies suggest 2.15 M M max 2.28 M . The constraint on the maximum NS mass is tightened to M max = 2.04
−0.002 M with the model-informed prior. Bayes factor. Despite producing noticeably dissimilar a posteriori credible regions for the tidal deformabilities and the pressure-density relation, the Bayes factors between the model-agnostic and model-informed priors are O(1) for virtually all of the simulated events considered. For GW170817, we find B A I = 1.12 ± 0.06 (point estimate and 1-σ uncertainty). This implies that data from a single event are not sufficiently informative to strongly favor either model. We conclude that it is likely that all EOS constraints derived from GW170817 alone are relatively prior-dominated. Thus, the EOS priors must be carefully motivated on physical grounds and associated constraints interpreted scrupulously.
Given the prior-dependence of the results, revisiting the choice of candidate EOSs used to condition the GP priors may be worthwhile. One could expand the training set to include candidate EOSs softer than sly and stiffer than ms1. Since early indications are that the NS EOS is relatively soft, extending the prior at its soft edge is particularly important for obtaining reliable model-informed inferences from GW data. Adding candidate EOSs with, e.g., first order phase transitions or strange quark matter could also make the training set more fully representative of the theoretical possibilities for the EOS. Despite already covering a large area of the pressure-density plane, the modelagnostic prior could also benefit from conditioning on an expanded and more representative set of input EOSs, as it would assimilate an even greater degree of variation in the functional behavior of the EOS. Coupled with improved hyperparameter selection via automated marginalization over many possible settings (cf. Eq. (11)), it may be possible to deliver tighter constraints on the tidal deformabilities and the pressure-density relation with priors better grounded in nuclear theory.
Although we found that posterior constraints from a single GW event are rather broad and prior-dependent, we expect that the impact of prior assumptions will eventually be overcome by the combined data from many GW signals. Our Monte Carlo integration scheme can be straightforwardly extended to incorporate an arbitrary number of events: we simply draw masses (e.g., M (a) 1,A ) consistent with each event A separately for each synthetic EOS, and then combine the likelihoods L A from each event so that the overall weight for the a th synthetic EOS is
2,A ; H A ). Electromagnetic observations of NS radii from NICER and moment of inertia measurements from radio observations can also be incorporated as additional likelihoods when available. A precise quantification of the non-parametric method's ability to constrain the EOS with multiple GW signals will be investigated in future work.
As illustrated by our Bayes factors between the model-agnostic and model-informed priors, our method naturally provides evidence estimates which can be used for Bayesian hypothesis ranking. Leveraging the flexibility that the non-parametric representation offers when selecting the EOS prior, one could perform diverse kinds of model selection beyond the simple example presented here. For instance, evidence for different NS matter compositions (e.g. purely hadronic vs. hyperonic) or phenomenological features of the EOS (e.g. strong phase transitions) could be compared. This can be done by changing the set of tabulated EOSs used to condition the underlying GP, so as to construct separate priors reflecting the typical behavior of different classes of EOS. In the context of GW170817, a hypothesis ranking scheme could also be applied to determine whether the GW data identify the event as a binary NS, a binary black hole, or a NS-black hole merger. Model selection with a GP representation for the EOS has the potential to shed light on a variety of interesting questions about the macroscopic properties and internal structure of NSs. More broadly, the versatility of non-parametric EOS inference will help maximize the information obtained from future observations, serving as a key component in the effort to constrain the supranuclear EOS. Table I and columns are labeled according to the injected EOS.
